
Project 1: Veggie Mobile
Part 1
Problem discovery and research planning

Objective Explore the client’s description of the problem to define it.

We need to understand what motivates the design project with an 
understanding of the context in which a problem occurs. 

Interpret the Design Mandate: First, we need to clear up the “fuzzy 
front end” of the problem: we need to design and report on the task 
from our own perspective. See Ch. 3 of Design and Designing, problem 
finding and problem solving for more details of this process.

Problem From the information presented in the initial meeting with the client, 
identify any problems that you can, either defined by the client or from 
your own observations of their description of the problem. Once these 
problems are defined, prioritize them.

HIGH PRIORITY Information not displayed well

HIGH PRIORITY FOR STAFF; NOT 
EFFECTIVE FOR CUSTOMERS

Temporary display of information gets washed out when it rains. No 
permanent way of displaying info. Change it monthly; waste of staff 
time to remake sign. Still need changeable signage.

HIGH PRIORITY Different variables how to pay that is not communicated effectively. 
Public Policy is confusing. Simple way needed to explain complicated 
information.

HIGH PRIORITY Small retail space; if any problem in process, backs up the whole line. 
Time is crucial because they are only there a limited amount of time.

HIGH PRIORITY IN TERMS OF TIME; 
RELATED TO SIGNAGE ISSUE

Process too complicated for staff, and too unpredictable. Is there 
another way to distract customers from problems while they are 
happening, that doesn’t take staff energy?

HIGH PRIORITY IN TERMS OF TIME; 
RELATED TO SIGNAGE ISSUE

Staff rushed for time. Signage prior to getting on the truck/being at 
location.

SOLUTION Could advertising also act as information transmittal? i.e. reusable bag; 
addition to signage on other sites that promote local businesses



SOLUTION Could information live elsewhere i.e website, More current blog and 
updated more frequently.

HIGH PRIORITY Simplified signage system for simplified communications.

Different forms of payment: could truck reorganization help?

LOW PRIORITY Would a mobile device app effectively communicate? What is 
demographic (senior citizens or low-income residents?) 

SOLUTION Could an existing social networking tool help communicate things like 
location or other important information?

DIFFERENT PROBLEM Bag food recipe; does it need to be assembled ahead of time, or could 
it be assembled by customer using a given list?

HIGH PRIORITY A very diverse demographic and geographic

SOLUTION map to give visual to where truck is and when

Problems identified 
from truck visit

HIGH PRIORITY Food labeling: not clear, no consistency or system; some prices listed, 
some not; prices change alot
In particular for elderly people: signage not big readable b/c type not 
big enough/sign not big enough

SEE ABOVE some crates too high to see item therefore labeling important

HIGH PRIORITY No signage for FMNP or WIC (chalkboard missing); one sign for FMNP 
but hard to find/see 9listed what ISN’T valid for it); dry erase board 
wiped off

INSPIRATION ELEMENT Good sign of seasonal produce carried good; potentially something to 
expand on

HIGH PRIORITY Feels like a small space

SOLUTION what about mirrored signage?

MEDIUM PRIORITY Arrangement of the crates; how can we make a recommendation for 
flow of customers

LOW PRIORITY Fun environment; could we use existing sound system as replacement 
for signage? 
Other ways to define this: stress-free, comfortable, unique, trustworthy, 
playful

HIGH PRIORITY flow of customers

HIGH PRIORITY Interior of the door blank space



KEEP FEEL OF? DIY, collage style aesthetic; include community in design

Is outside space used for merchandise? 

HIGH PRIORITY cashier station is small; cashier had prices memorized; cash register, 

HIGH PRIORITY Hard to know who were employees and who wasn’t

SOLUTION Area for visitors/customers to include photographs of food/recipes/etc.

What do we need to 
help us propose 

solutions?

List any questions you the designer, still have or any more information 
sources you could use for research.

HALF DONE Visiting the truck: observe traffic in and out of truck

Some means of surveying customers

Researching alternative signage systems

logo, font, colors, any style guidelines

measurements for visual space for signage, locations that possible 
signage could live

Contact government agency regarding the demographic that uses 
FMNP and WIC; look at existing infographics or pamphlets or other 
means of transmitting information

research other food trucks (produce or other food trucks)

target audience is...? who is overall demographic (current and 
projected)

how much is budget for materials? Specifications for materials (plastics 
ok?) Something not dispoable, do not want to make signs over and 
over again

Is the existing aesthetic important to keep?


